Abstract-This paper discusses a step towards reverse engineering source code to produce UML sequence diagrams, with the aim to aid program comprehension and other activities (e.g., verification). Specifically, our objective being to obtain a lightweight instrumentation and therefore disturb the software behaviour as little as possible in order to eventually produce accurate sequence diagrams. To achieve this, we combine static and dynamic analyses of a Java software, reducing information we collect at runtime (lightweight instrumentation) and compensating for the reduced runtime information with information obtained statically from source code. Static and dynamic information are represented as models and UML diagram generation becomes a model transformation problem. Our validation against a previous, correct approach shows that we indeed reduce the execution overhead inherent to dynamic analysis, while still producing useful diagrams.
INTRODUCTION
To fully understand a software, information regarding its structure and behavior is required. When no complete information is available, one has to reverse engineer it through static and dynamic analyses. Besides helping comprehension, reverse engineered information can help quality assurance [22, 34] . While there are CASE tools (e.g., Topcased, RSA, Together) and techniques (e.g., [10] ) to reverse engineer structure, we focus on reverse engineering behavior.
Following the current trend 1 on hybrid (i.e., static plus dynamic) analysis, we combine execution trace information with control flow information to generate UML sequence diagrams [25] . Compared to previous, purely dynamic techniques, our objective is to reduce instrumentation as much as possible, to disturb behaviour as little as possible (e.g., limiting the risk of inaccuracies in the reverse-engineered information), and compensate for the missing (dynamic) information by collecting static information. Our experiments for instance show that an instrumented software can be two times slower than its non-instrumented version. Although we do not experiment with real-time systems in this paper, disturbing behaviour as little as possible will ensure that object 1 Half of the articles examined in a 2009 survey on program comprehension through dynamic analyses also employ static information [7] .
interactions resulting from thread communications will be correctly reverse-engineered.
More accurately, we reverse engineer one scenario at a time from one execution trace, and we render it using the UML sequence diagram notation. Several scenario diagrams should then be merged into a complete sequence diagram for a given use case. This requires triggering as many varied scenarios as possible through multiple executions of the system (e.g., using black-box testing techniques), and merging them into one sequence diagram. This merging is left however to future work. In this paper, we refer to the generated diagrams as UML scenario diagrams since they show only one scenario at a time. The reader familiar with the UML will argue that this is not standard UML terminology as there is no notion of scenario diagram in UML. However, we decided to use this terminology to not raise false expectations (i.e., we do not merge scenarios). Also, as we focus on reducing instrumentation (impact), we do not discuss the rendering of (possibly very large) traces into UML scenario (or sequence) diagrams. We however ensure we can generate accurate scenario diagrams on small traces. Combining our lightweight instrumentation with techniques to handle large traces (e.g., [8, 11, 12, 19, 27] ) is left for future work.
To formalize our approach and specify it from a logical standpoint so it can be analyzed in and compared with future works, we define two models (class diagrams): one for traces and another for control flow graphs; and define mapping rules between them using the OCL [25] . These rules are used as specifications to implement a tool to instrument code so as to generate traces, to analyze source code to create control flow graphs, and then transform (model transformation) an instance of the trace model and instances of control flow graphs (for several methods) into a UML scenario diagram.
The main contributions of this paper are: (1) a hybrid technique combining static and dynamic data for reverseengineering behaviour with the intent to reduce execution overhead; (2) a precise modeling of the approach (with models and OCL mapping rules), allowing model transformation; (3) the reverse engineering of alternative and iterative executions, including test conditions; (4) case studies, including industry size software, showing reduced instrumentation and execution overhead while providing accurate information.
We discuss related work in section II and present our approach in sections III to V. We report on case studies in section VI. Conclusions are provided in section VII.
II. RELATED WORK
The area of program comprehension through dynamic analysis is varied and vibrant as a 2009 systematic survey suggests [7] . The authors systematically analyzed 176 papers (out of 4,795 initially selected) published between July 1999 and June 2008 that rely on dynamic analysis to conduct program comprehension activities. Nineteen of those papers 2 use some kind of dynamic analysis (e.g., debugger, source code instrumentation) to reverse engineer object collaborations, rendered under the form of a UML sequence diagram (or a similar diagram). We focus on those 19 papers as they directly relate to our work. These works collect execution information, specifically constructor, static/non static method calls (or executions), to produce scenario diagrams. While some of those approaches use both static and dynamic analyses, none of them actually combines both types of analysis to produce dynamic models: the static analysis is only used to generate structural diagrams (e.g., class diagram) and the dynamic analysis is only used to generate object collaborations. In some rare cases, the static analysis is used to guide the user in selecting elements of the source code to monitor during the dynamic analysis (e.g., [17] ). The majority of those works do not reverse engineer information on alternative executions (i.e., control flow) and generated diagrams do not therefore indicate under which conditions or repetitions objects send messages. Only two works [6, 30] are closely related to ours in terms of the generated diagrams, although they are both only dynamic. The closest to our work instruments the source code using aspects and collects method executions and control flow information [5, 6] , while the other relies on break points (for method and control statements) being set with a debugger [30] . Other works indicate repetitions in generated diagrams. However, they either use a simplistic heuristic to identify repetitions [12] (specifically, contiguous repeated messages are collapsed into repetitions, which does not produce an accurate diagram in general) or recognize occurrences of known interaction patterns that must be provided by the user [15, 16] .
Since the 2009 systematic survey, additional related work has been published. Once again, we focus on reverse engineering object collaborations through dynamic and/or static analysis, discussing whether the techniques rely only on a dynamic analysis, a static analysis or both. (Other characteristics of the techniques are interesting, but they are less relevant to this paper, and are therefore not discussed here.) Some approaches attempt to generate sequence diagrams using a purely static analysis of the source code [13, 28, 29, 32] , while others rely on execution traces, though through dynamic analysis only and without (necessarily) recovering alternatives or loops [2, 14, 18, 21, 26, 31, 33, 35] . Similarly to [17] , static analysis is sometimes suggested, but not actually used, as a way to guide instrumentation [21, 31] . One purely dynamic technique [1] recognizes loops and alternatives when reverse engineering network communications. It complements ours: they look at the boundaries of interacting networked applications while we look at the inside of the interacting applications. Another purely dynamic technique [35] identifies loops and alternatives. They focus on how multiple execution traces can be merged to generate sequence diagrams whereas we focus on how such traces can be obtained without disturbing too much the observed behaviour.
One recent hybrid technique [19] is to collect the same information as we do in this paper (sections III to V), specifically line number and signature of invocations (static information) and invocations objects make to one another (dynamic information). It however relies on debug and source code analysis to collect static information, while we only rely on source code analysis. Additionally, it has a different objective than ours: showing how static and dynamic information allow a tool to recognize loops and to report them in a condensed way in order to better visualize object interactions (note the authors do not report on the execution overhead caused by their instrumentation strategy); instead, we are interested in studying how combining both techniques reduces instrumentation overhead, while also recognizing control flows. The two pieces of work are complementary.
Dynamic and hybrid techniques are also used to compact traces or sequence diagrams generated from them [8, 11, 12, 19, 27] , assuming traces (or scenario diagrams) already exist. The objective is for instance to recognize repeated sequences of calls/messages and therefore loops. Instead, we work on the generation of such traces, attempting to minimize the instrumentation overhead. These works are therefore complementary to ours. Studying to what extent they can be combined is part of our future work. Other researchers suggest ways to dig into large sequence diagrams [3, 19, 23] .
Many tools are capable of reverse engineering sequence diagrams. (We omit tools that only reverse-engineer the class diagram, such as Topcased, Poseidon, ModelMaker, Together, or MoDisco.) They either rely on a purely static analysis of the source code (e.g., MagicDraw, RSA), or trace method executions/calls without collecting control flow information (e.g., MaintainJ, reverseJava, JSonde, javaCallTracer, J2U, TPTP's UML2 trace interaction View, CodeLogic). Note that Fujaba 3 and related projects do not reverse-engineer sequence diagrams. Some Fujaba projects do manipulate traces though, but for the purpose of detecting design patterns. With respect to tool support for reverse-engineering sequence diagrams, some authors discuss the right features such a tool should provide, especially when dealing with large traces/diagrams [3] .
To conclude, no sequence diagram reverse engineering technique that we are aware of specifically addresses the issue of reducing the amount of collected runtime information and compensating this lack of information with a static analysis, with the attempt to limit the probe effect while still being able to show control flow information in sequence (scenario) diagrams. To the best of our knowledge, the hybrid approach we present in this paper is therefore unique. Note however that our dynamic analysis, whereby we trace method calls, is not unique: in fact this appears to be the most widely used trace collecting technique. What is unique is our combination of static and dynamic analyses.
Note that since we are interested in evaluating how the instrumentation overhead can be reduced by combining static and dynamic information (as opposed to only relying on dynamic information), we will compare our new approach with our old solution [6] . We defer the comparison of different hybrid techniques (e.g., [19] ) to future work.
III. OVERALL DESCRIPTION OF THE APPROACH
Our approach is summarized as a UML activity diagram in Fig. 1 . We attempt to minimize instrumentation, using aspects (activity a1), and execute the instrumented version of the software using test cases (activity a2). Offline, we reverseengineer the control flow graph of methods (activity a3). We then combine the trace and control flow information in a model transformation activity (a4) to generate scenario diagrams. We created tool support to automate activities a1, a3 and a4. Activity a2 can be automated, for instance using a framework like JUnit.
Our past work [6] has a similar process, the main difference being the absence of activity a3 (and the generated graphs). As a consequence, activity a4 is different. The two approaches are equally easy to setup and use since the same activities are automated and the aspects are generic (i.e., can be automatically tailored to any case study software).
The remainder of the paper discusses the control flow and trace information, i.e., the models for <<dataStore>> Control flow graphs and Traces in Fig. 1 (section IV), and our tool to automate activities a1, a3, and a4 (section V).
The main issues that drove the design of the trace model and the control flow model are:
-Keeping instrumentation to a minimum required for collecting the necessary information. We only collect method calls: caller and callee objects, method signature, class name and line number of call;
-Uniquely identifying object with a pair (class name, instance counter for that class), similarly to [6] ;
-Collecting the right information from the source code to match trace information, specifically line number of method calls (including complete signature), and to identify control flow structures;
-Devising models to facilitate model transformations: i.e., the trace model is close to the UML 2 metamodel.
IV. CONTROL FLOW AND TRACE INFORMATION
We refer the reader to [24] for the UML 2 metamodel and only discuss our trace model (section IV.A) and control flow model (section IV.B).
A. Trace model
The trace model ( Fig. 2 ) models execution trace data and is very close in structure to the UML 2 Superstructure's Message components: elements Log, MessageLog, MessageLogOccurrenceSpecification and MessageSort map to the UML's Interaction, Message, MessageOccurrenceSpecification and MessageSort respectively.
Log represents a single program execution and contains a sequence of MessageLogs. A MessageLog represents a message sent to the logger to signal the start of an execution between a sending object and a receiving object (the two associations to MessageLogOccurenceSpecification). In class MessageLogOccurenceSpecification, attribute covered is a String containing the identification of an object (a unique identifier representing an object of a class), to be eventually translated into a lifeline in the sequence diagram. MessageLog's attributes specify the kind of the message (messageSort attribute), i.e., a synchronous call or an object creation, the message's signature 4 (in the form returntype package.class.calledMethodName(formal parameter types), i.e., the signature of the method being called), and the name of the class whose instance executes the called method (bindToClass). For a MessageLog instance, using bindToClass and signature attribute values, we know exactly which method in a hierarchy of classes actually executed, i.e., the data allow us to account for overriding. In the case of a static call, bindToClass contains the class defining this static method. This way, the transformation algorithm can determine the specific class and method invoked by the method call. SourceLocation (in MessageLog) specifies the location (name of the class and lineNumber) in the source code from where the logged method call has been made: this is the call site.
B. Control flow
The control flow model ( Fig. 3 ) captures a method's code structure in terms of method calls (identified by line numbers), possibly performed under conditions (alternatives, loops). It allows us to accurately locate method calls from the source code based on matching MessageLogs from the trace model and then place them into the UML sequence diagram structure. Knowledge of a method call's host method and, if the method call is inside a condition, its control flow structures, will allow us to accurately construct the sequence of executions with reduced dynamic (trace) data. Specifically, the value of attribute covered of a MessageLog's sendEvent gives us the class name from where the call captured by the log originated; the value of attribute lineNumber of the MessageLog's Source-Location then gives us the exact statement of the calling class source code that executed. Looking for this line number of that class in the corresponding control flow model instance tells us whether the statement (and therefore the call) was performed in a conditional statement and which method of the caller class performed the call.
In Fig. 3 V. TOOL SUPPORT Section V.A discusses the aspects we used to collect runtime information (traces). Section V.B discusses the control flow model construction. Section V.C discusses the model transformation. We only highlight the main principles due to space constraints. An example illustrating the models and the model transformation is discussed in section V.D.
A. Aspects
The premise of this work is to provide a lighter instrumentation strategy than previous, only dynamic analysis works that are close to our technique [6, 30] , specifically (1) avoiding instrumenting control flow structures in the source code [6] or the byte code [30] and (2) limiting the impact of aspects, i.e., reducing the number of recorded logs. To avoid instrumenting the source code, since AspectJ [9] does not provide pointcuts for control flow structures (even cflow and cflowbelow pointcut designators do not help), we turned to static analysis (control flow graph created by parsing the source code). Note that even if AspectJ were providing such pointcuts, combining a static analysis with a dynamic analysis would still be preferable to limit the probe effect (fewer aspects and pointcuts would be needed).
With a hybrid analysis we need a way to match static information to dynamic trace information. Collecting pairs (class name, method signature) for executing methods is not sufficient since we know nothing about the caller. Instead of instrumenting method executions [5, 6, 30] , we therefore instrument method calls as this allows us to collect information about both the caller (line number and the source file name from where the call was made) and the callee (class name, object identity). Combined with a unique identification of executing objects, we can correctly link dynamic and static data since information on class names and line numbers is also in the control flow graphs.
Once we can associate a method call from the trace (SourceLocation's attributes) to the location in the source code where that call is made (MethodCall's attributes), the static analysis allows us to determine from which method in which class the call was made and whether this call is inside a condition or a loop.
Furthermore, when using a call joinpoint, AspectJ can provide information about both the source and destination methods, as opposed to an execution joinpoint which only provides information about the callee. Since control flow is obtained statically, we do not need to detect the start and end of executing methods, i.e., we do not need an around advice: we only need a before advice, which further reduces the number of log statements compared to previous work [6] , an improvement we expect to translate into significantly lower overhead and faster executions. One drawback however is that call joinpoints cannot catch calls to super() or this() while execution joinpoints would (as per the AspectJ specification). We consider this a small limitation.
We designed four aspects. The first one adds to classes the capability to count their instances, and adds to those instances the capability to report on their unique identifier (classes implement interface ObjectID which defines method getObjectID()). The other aspects intercept calls to methods (either static or not) and constructors and collect information before they are made: call join point, before advice. The Fig. 4 shows the aspect we used to intercept method calls. It is a representative example of the tracegenerating aspects. We do not show all the details of this aspect, such as actual data structures, but indicate which parts of the AspectJ API we use to collect information.
It is important to note that our aspects are defined in an abstract way (i.e., definitions are not specific to any Java class to instrument), providing templates that can be automatically tailored to instrument any Java class.
We do not discuss the transformation of a trace into an instance of the trace model as there is no technical difficulty.
B. Control flow
We created a JavaCC (with JJTree) parser to generate instances of the control flow model, using a simplified Java grammar since we are only interested in class definitions (including inner class definitions), method/constructor definitions, method and constructor calls (including those passed as arguments of other calls or those used in control flow structures), and control flow structures. Our parser can handle if, else if and else, while loop, for loop (including for-each) but not ?: and the do-while loop (doing so is not a technical challenge). It does not handle exceptions, which we will consider in the future. Note that when a condition contains a method call, the method call will appear in the control flow graph right ahead of the condition (outside of the conditional control flow construct). This is to better match the trace information and the UML sequence diagram notation. Control flow generation is not further discussed here since it does not pose any technical difficulty.
C. Model transformation
We formalized the different steps of our transformation of instances of the trace and control flow models into an instance of the UML (sequence diagram) metamodel in terms of mapping rules between these models, using the OCL [25] . We created eleven such rules, which range from four to 50 lines of OCL to (1) match every single message log to a message in a sequence diagram, (2) match control flow structures to combined fragments, (3) ensure the order of messages matches the order of logs.
The transformation was then performed with MDWorkbench (www.mdworkbench.com), an Eclipsebased IDE for model driven development that provides a model transformation capability. Transformations are rule-based, specified in a proprietary, imperative model transformation language, and can transform any number of source models into any number of target models.
Our OCL rules can be seen as a specification for the transformation and were useful to identify whether our trace and control flow models had the required information to accurately perform transformations. They are also used to ensure partial correctness of the generated diagrams.
We specified our models using XML Schema. MDWorkbench uses these rules to manipulate instances of the trace and control flow models (XMI input files), producing an instance of the UML sequence diagram model (XMI output file). This XMI output file is ready to be used by any UML CASE tool (we used IBM RSA). The transformation rules are not detailed here due to lack of space. Fig. 5 shows (except) the source code of class A (I), the control flow model of classes A and B (II and III), and the trace model instance for one execution. We only focus on the important aspects that allow us to illustrate the approach: as a result, some information is simply not available in the figure: e.g., attribute values of the SourceLocation and sendEvent MLOS objects linked to ML5 refer to source code information of the call to m() on an instance of A, which is not in part I of the figure, although not used in the example, our approach handles method parameters and return values as discussed in sections IV and V and illustrated in figures 2 and 3.
D. Illustrating example
We assume reference b (part I) is an instance of class B. The lineNumber attribute values in parts II and IV correspond to the line numbers in part I. In part IV, MLOS simply refers to MessageLogOccurenceSpecification. In part II, we recognize that m() contains an Opt alternative, which is itself made of a sequence of a Loop (performing a method call to n() on b) followed by a method call (to m() on b). The numbers 1 and 2 on the Loop and MethodCall sides of the links simply indicate that the links between the Opt object, and the Loop and MethodCall objects are ordered (CodeSections are ordered in a method, Fig. 3) . In part IV, we assume that the execution of the program resulted in four initial log messages, followed by log messages ML5, ML6, …, ML15. Since the loop is executed nine times, there is a total of nine structures similar to ML6 and its linked instances in the sequence of MessageLog instances linked to the Log instance (Fig. 2) . Instances of objects executing methods are uniquely identified by our aspects, which is represented in part IV as strings "A.1" and "B.10", suggesting that the instance of A executing m() is the first instance of A ever created in the program, and that calls to n() and m() are performed on the tenth instance of B created.
Let us now illustrate the essence of the model transformation. The trace model instance shows two executing objects: instance 1 of A and instance 10 of B. This allows the transformation to create two lifelines; one for each of these instances. Instance ML5 shows the call to m() on instance 1 of class A: the receiveEvent MLOS linked to ML5. The following MessageLog in the sequence from the Log instance, specifically ML6, shows a call to n() on the tenth instance of B (the receiveEvent MLOS linked to ML6) performed by the first instance of A (the sendEvent MLOS linked to ML6). Since there is no other MessageLog between ML5 and ML6 in the sequence, and the receiveEvent of ML5 and the sendEvent of ML6 have the same covered attribute value (A.1), we can conclude that the call to n() in ML6 is performed by m() which has been called in ML5. This allows the transformation to create an execution specification on the life line for A.1, showing the execution of m(), another execution specification on the life line for B.10, showing the execution of n(), as well as a message from the m() execution specification to the beginning of the n()'s execution specification. The same principle applies to the eight other MessageLog instances similar to ML6, as well as ML15, resulting in Fig. 6 (a) . Fig. 6 (b) . Last, since ML15 is a call that happens in A.m() at line 5 and that this call happens (control flow model) in the alternative, after the loop, we can correctly place message m(): Fig. 6 (b) .
Collapsing the nine Loop combined fragments and their message labeled n() into one message in one Loop combined fragment, itself inside an Opt combined fragment, is not an easy task and is part of our future work. In the simple example discussed here, it would be easy to do that. However, in general, the contents of the loop instances may not be the same (different control flows may be triggered in the loop), making the merging difficult.
VI. CASE STUDIES
We performed case studies with two research questions in mind: (RQ1) Are the resulting scenario diagrams equivalent to the ones, previously deemed correct in our previous work [6] (UML 1 vs. UML 2)? (RQ2) Is the execution overhead, measured as execution time, reduced when our approach is used compared to this previous work and if so what is the amount of reduction?
Note that we only compare to this previous work since we identified this is the approach closest to ours. Future work will also compare our approach to the other related works (e.g., [30] ). In our previous purely dynamic approach [6] , we traced method entry and exit (around advice), conditions, and loops. To trace control flow information we instrumented the source code in addition to using aspects since AspectJ did not offer any mechanism (i.e., join point) to do that. The instrumentation 
A. Experiment set up
To answer these research questions, we relied on five different case study systems (Table I) . The first system, the Library (server side only), was used before [6] . The second one is a short Example (40 lines of Java code) we specifically built to exercise and control many different situations (e.g., nested loops and numerous iterations of loops). Through a command line argument we can control the amount of times method calls are performed (including calls to different objects), loops are executed, thereby simulating larger program executions. Typically, a command line argument value of n approximatively leads to n loop iterations, 5.n-3 if-then or ifelse executions, and 5.n+2 method executions. The "Method Calls" column reports on the number of calls to constructors, static and non-static methods we observed, thanks to a dedicated simple AspectJ aspect, when executing the different case studies (see below for details on the test cases). We will use this information when answering RQ2; the data is therefore not relevant for Library. The code for Example does not contain any computation, any GUI, any interaction with IO devices (e.g., reading a file). This should allow us to evaluate to what extent our technique reduces the overhead as the size of the software (simulated by increasing the number of loops and calls) increases, without actually using a larger software. Note however, that we expect execution overhead results to be worse with Example than with a real system exercising a similar pattern of calls and control flows, since we do not have any computation in Example. In other words, the percentage of increased execution time would be smaller than what we report with Example. The third system, PPC Prover, implements the Proof Carrying Code (PCC) technique [20] , a technique for safe execution of untrusted code. The fourth system is a simple Calculator, partly generated by JavaCC, that implements the Visitor design pattern. Finally, we used Weka 5 , a well-known machine learning and data mining software.
Our reverse engineering technique necessarily needs executions, i.e., test cases. To answer RQ 1, each of the first four case studies was executed with one test case that we selected to not produce too large traces. This way we could easily verify the correctness of our approach without additional technology to handle large traces or diagrams. We were then looking for expected patterns of object interactions in the reverse-engineered diagrams: In the case of Calculator we expected to see the use of the well-known visitor design pattern, which involves very distinctive object interactions, in the scenario diagram; In the case of PPC Prover, and Example, we were expecting to see known interactions in the scenario diagram since the second author of this paper produced the code; In the case of Library, we used the test input we used before [6] to allow scenario diagram comparisons. We did not answer RQ1 with Weka since generated traces were much larger and we did not have any oracle to decide whether generated scenario diagrams were correct. We believe that answering RQ1 with the four first case studies would bring 5 http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/~ml/weka/ enough confidence in our approach. Future work will include handling large traces and visualizing large scenario (or sequence) diagrams for large case studies such as Weka to confirm this. Due to space constraints we do not discuss the results to RQ1 in details. We simply note that after investigations and comparisons with the source code, and available or expected diagrams (e.g., previous study using the Library system, behaviour of the visitor design pattern for Calculator), we concluded that our diagrams are accurate and provide as much information as in previous work [6] .
To answer RQ2 (overhead impact), we measured execution time. We relied on three versions of each one of the last four systems (Table I) : one with no instrumentation (referred to as the base version), one with our light instrumentation (the light version), and one with our previous instrumentation [6] (the original version). Note that to avoid a bias in favour of the light instrumentation, we removed the recording of node and thread IDs and timestamps from the original instrumentation, necessary in the original technique to trace RMI and thread communications, thereby making the two instrumentation techniques comparable. Otherwise, the original technique would be collecting more data than the new one and would therefore be put at a disadvantage.
Overhead was studied in three steps. First, for Example (with command line argument value 200), PPC Prover, and Calculator, we executed each test case 100 times in an attempt to control for the possible impact of the operating system on execution time. We selected input 200 for Example as this leads to a number of method calls similar to our execution of PPC Prover (Table I ) and would therefore allow comparisons.
In a second step, Example was executed with varying command line argument values to trigger large to very large amounts of method calls and loop executions. Our objective was to study the probe effect of our instrumentation on execution time by simulating the instrumentation impact on execution time for larger systems, without actually using a larger system. Specifically, we executed Example with a command line argument values of 10 2 , 10 3
, 10 6 , and 10 7 , 100 times each. (Recall from the previous section that this resulted in as many loop iterations and even more if-then or ifelse and method executions.) This necessarily resulted in large traces. However, for RQ2 we were only interested in measuring execution time; we were not actually reverseengineering and visualizing scenario diagrams.
In a third step, as opposed to simulating long executions and therefore large traces, we actually used a much larger system: Weka. For this purpose we collected test cases from the Weka user manual [4] and executed them, by-passing the GUI: use of ZeroR and J48 classifier models to map from allbut-one dataset attributes to the class attribute (two examples); use of the meta-classifiers command to apply multiple classifiers models in parallel for a dataset (stacking) (one example); supervised filtering of datasets based on class information to discretize numeric attributes into nominal attributes and create a stratified subsample of given dataset (resample) (two examples); and list information for the specific package from the Weka server which was locally cached as the network was off at the time of experiment (one example). We used these test cases in two situations. We created a test suite made of all test cases executed in sequence, which we refer to as Weka_TestSuite (Table I) ; We studied the longest, in terms of execution time, test case separately (Weka_TC4 in Table I ).
We also compared the executions of Weka_TC4 with one execution of Example (with input 800,000) as they exhibit similar numbers of method calls (Table I) .
Execution times were collected on an Dell PC with an Intel(R) Xeon(R) (at 2.66 Ghz) quad core and 16 GB of memory, running WindowsXP 64x OS, JDK 1.7.0_21, and AspectJ 1.6.7. Time was measured using the Java System.current-TimeMillis() function before and after every execution to be measured. (When possible, all other applications and services running on the computer were turned off, and the network was disconnected.) Note that this measure of time includes the start of the JVM as well as other JVM bookkeeping activities (e.g., garbage collector). However, we deemed our number of executions sufficient to average out such unexpected behaviours. Plus, since we intend to compare execution times for the three versions, this should not have any impact on our conclusions. Last, as shown and discussed next, we did not observe many outliers, suggesting that the environment of execution was reasonably stable, therefore allowing us to compare data.
B. Results-Overhead
Before discussing results, recall that we expect variations from system to system because of differences in instrumentation techniques (e.g., we use a less demanding before advice than an around advice as in [6] ) and the characteristics of the systems (e.g., amount of loops or if statements, amounts of calls to monitor). For instance, if we only consider the number of calls to the logger, which is one of the main sources of overhead, the differences between light and original are due to the fact that for the light instrumentation, the number of calls is the sum of the number of method and constructor calls whereas for the original instrumentation, the number of calls is the sum of twice (because of the around advice) the number of method and constructor calls and twice the number of conditions and loops encountered.
Execution times are reported in Figures 7 to 9 : box plots indicate all observed execution time values (all in seconds) along the y-axis, including the minimal and maximal ones, as well as first and third quartiles encompassing time range achieved by half of the total executions (recall that each instrumentation version was executed 100 times). Figures also provide tables with execution time values of the different instrumentations. We discuss these figures in sequence as they correspond to the three experimental steps we discussed earlier.
While we tried to control other operating system activities, there is still a large variation in the execution times obtained (Fig. 7) . This is especially true for the original executions, and is likely due to their longer execution times, which gives more chances to some operating system tasks to intervene. However, compared to the differences between minimum and maximum execution times, most execution times lie within a narrow range (so we can discard the outliers). Notice that the largest number of points for each variation is found at or near the minimum execution time. This is likely due to the fact that most of the time there were very few other processes running on the computer. The higher points probably occurred during times that the processor was handling other expensive system events we were not able to control. On average, the light instrumentation causes the program to execute slower than it would without instrumentation but much faster than with the original instrumentation, especially as the number of method calls grows, i.e., the size of the instrumented program grows: Example or PPC versus Calculator. We investigated reasons for differences in execution times between the light and the original instrumentations. Regardless of the instrumentation strategy, the instrumentation makes system calls to write to a log file. A file needs to be created and written to repeatedly, which are execution-heavy tasks (heavier than any instrumentation-related behaviour added to the programs). We will investigate other logging mechanisms than writing to a file in the future. Also, we noticed the amount of characters written into a file for our light instrumentation is higher than for original. For example, the first trace entry for Calculator light was 249 characters long, versus 175 for original. The light instrumentation is therefore not entirely "lighter" than original for executions small enough not to be negatively affected by large numbers of instrumentation calls. Indeed, even though the original instrumentation writes to a file at least twice as often as our light instrumentation, the number of times the file is written to is small so the difference is not important. We suspect that the overhead when the program is small mostly comes from creation of the trace file. , 100 times each. Figure 8 shows the results, using a logarithmic scale on the y-axis. We only show the median execution time over the 100 executions: the standard deviation was very small. Again, the light instrumentation causes the program to execute slower than it would without instrumentation but much faster than with the original instrumentation: the light instrumentation is two times faster than the original one for 10 6 and 10 7 , 1.8 times faster for 10 4 and 10
5
. Figure 8 also shows that additional work is required to further reduce the impact of instrumentation since the light instrumentation is slower than the base execution. We believe a different tracing mechanism with fewer accesses to the disk to save smaller amounts of data should be used as we have already mentioned; one may also consider instrumenting only parts of a large program to reverse engineer.
In the third step we studied impact on execution time with Weka: Figure 9 . Once again, boxplots are the results of 100 executions. We observe that the original instrumentation is 2.5 (resp. 3.5) times slower than the light one for the whole test suite (resp., TC4), and the light one is much slower than the base one confirming there is room for improvements, i.e., probe effect reduction. Recall from Table I that executing Example with input 800,000 triggers a very similar number of calls as Weka_TC4. The larger overhead difference between Orig and Light for Weka_TC4 than for Example is therefore due to Orig's instrumentation of the control flow.
These results overall confirm that removing instrumentation of control flow structures helped reduce the probe effect, and that our aspects (before rather than around advice) also helped.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a hybrid technique, relying on both static (control flow) and dynamic (execution trace) information, to automatically reverse engineer scenario diagrams. Our objective was to (1) obtain scenario diagrams that are equivalent to what previous techniques can generate (i.e., sequences of messages with information on conditions and loops triggering those messages, represented under the form of the UML sequence diagram), while (2) reducing the amount of instrumentation of the bytecode and avoiding instrumenting the source code. The latter is particularly important as we do not want the instrumentation to affect too much the program behaviour to the extent that there would be a risk of not observing the right behaviour when executing the instrumented program.
We therefore tried to limit the impact of our aspects for trace generation (e.g., tracing calls rather than executions, with a before rather than an around advice). In parallel we generated simple control flow graphs of methods: we were only interested in method definitions, the method calls they trigger and the conditions under which those calls are triggered. We represented both sets of information using UML class diagrams. A model transformation then transforms an instance of the trace model and instances of the control flow model to an instance of the UML sequence diagram metamodel.
We performed several case studies that indicate that we achieved our goals: (1) although we did not discuss these results in details due to space constraints, we noted that the generated diagrams were equivalent to the ones generated by a previous technique; (2) we reduced (at least by half in large systems) the probe effect due to instrumentation.
There is room for future work. First, we intend to combine our instrumentation strategy with previous techniques to monitor network communications: either assuming RMI communications [6] or not [30] ; and thread communications [6] . Second, our experimental results show we can still reduce execution time overhead by for instance considering other mechanisms than a file to collect trace information. We also intend to perform more extensive experimentations to more precisely understand what aspects of the approach hurts the most in terms of probe effect, given characteristics of the program being monitored. We also intend to combine our technique with existing trace minimization techniques (e.g., [8, 11, 12, 19, 27] ). Another important challenge will be to combine several scenario diagrams and create accurate, complete sequence diagrams. There is work in the literature we can get ideas from [7] with that respect.
